PTC is looking for:

**Principal C/C++ Software Engineer – For our Herzliya office**

Responsibility for product development & maintenance tasks, from the post specifications phase until transfer to production. Responsible of team management- professional guidance & the quality of team work. This job requires a high level of independency and the ability to work with extremely experienced.

- BSC/BA degree in Computer Science
- At least 1-2 years at management position - an advantage
- Experience of 5 years in C++ - must
- Experience in developing server applications – must
- 2+ years experiences in JAVA / J2EE –an advantage
- Experience using object oriented design & analysis methodologies
- Experience with CORBA, TCP/IP, XSL, XML, HTML - an advantage
- High level of English- reading & writing
- Good interpersonal skills & management skills
- Organized work methodologies, throughout the use of UML
- Knowledge of MS project & project management- an advantage
- Experience using Windows – must
- User-level knowledge with Linux – must

CV send to: jobs-ptcisrael@ptc.com
C++ Software Engineer – for our Herzliya office

- 1st degree in Software Engineering/Computer Science or other related engineering degree
- Software Engineer with at least 2 years of experience or Excellent graduates
- Proven through knowledge in C++/OOP – a must
- Knowledge in 3D application – an advantage
- Math background – an advantage

CV send to: jobs-ptcisrael@ptc.com